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ABSTRACT
Until 1928, the midwifery school was not in a stabilized state in case of organizational structure. It sometimes was under the cover of internal ministry and in a time ministry of education and in case of science and education was under supervision of education minster in a way that the budget allocation was observed by internal ministry. The school was in lack of constitution until 1928. After 1930, the discipline was made and in 7 of the 1930, the constitution and regulation verified by the higher consultative of education. The school was one of the branches of medical school and under ministry of health. The contract of Dr. Matield dramps finished and Dr. pen, finally his countryman employed. The education of midwifery school placed under ministry of health then it paid to organizational duty.

At 4 of April, Iran academy in order to isolate Persian language from other one, starts its activities. In 1936/April/16, in offering of municipality, the midwifery changed to obstetrician. After it, the midwifery school renamed to the high obstetrician school and revolutionized with the name & new charge of management of high school of midwifery will be written.
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